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This technical note provides a specification of the mathematical programming prob-
lem that is used for examination of various cost-effective policies aimed at reduction of
acidification, eutrophication and ground-level ozone concentration in Europe.

1 Model definition

We should distinguish first between a set I of sources of various types of air pollution,
and a set J of areas for which various quality indicators are assessed. Conventionally, the
names emitter and receptor are used for elements of such sets.

1.1 Notation

The model definition requires the use of the following indices:
• Index i ∈ I corresponds to emitters. The numbers of elements in I corresponds to a

number of countries (about 40).
• Index is ∈ Si corresponds to a sector that emits either NOx or VOC or a linear com-

bination of them; Si is a set of sectors in the i-th country. Sets Si may have up to
5 elements.
• Index j ∈ J corresponds to receptors. The numbers of elements in J corresponds to

numbers of grids (about 600).
• Index l ∈ L corresponds to a combination of ozone thresholds and a year. The set L

may have up to 6 elements.
• Index m ∈ M corresponds to a set of receptors for which balancing of violations and

surplusses of targets is defined.

1.1.1 Emission sectors

Emissions are analysed for sets of emitters that are located in a certain area, which is
typically a country. However, for some types of analysis sets of NOx and VOC emitters
may be further subdivided into subsets called sectors, in order to account for measures
that can be applied for emitters that belong to a sector. In such a case emitters that
belong to a particular sector emit either NOx or VOC or a linear combination of them.
A sector is defined by a quadruple:

{is, i, λ, µ} (1)
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where is is an integer number that uniquely identifies a sector, an index i corresponds
to a country in which emitters belonging to this sector are located, and the following
convention is used for the λ member of this quadruple:

λ =


0. if only NOx is emitted
a negative number if only VOC is emitted
a positive number if both NOx and VOC are emitted

(2)

Moreover, a (positive) value of λ defines the following relation between the amount of
VOC emission corresponding to a unit emission of NOx:

vis = λnis + µ (3)

1.2 Decision variables

The main decision variables are the annual emissions of the following four types of primary
air pollutants from either sectors or countries:
nis - annual emission of NOx (nitrogen oxides)
vis - annual emission of VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds)
ai - annual emission of NH3 (ammonia)
si - annual emission of SO2 (sulphur dioxide)

Additionally, optional decision variables are considered for scenarios which allow lim-
ited violations of air quality targets. For such scenarios variables corresponding to each
type of the considered air quality targets are defined for each receptor. Each variable
represents a violation of a given environmental standard. Optionally, violations of targets
can be balanced with surpluses (understood as a difference between a target and a cor-
responding actual concentration/deposition). For efficiency reasons one variable is used
for both violations of targets and surpluses (positive values represent violations while
negative values correspond to a part of a surplus that is used to balance violations of
targets).

Therefore, the following decision variables are optionally defined:
ylj - violation of ozone exposure targets (surplus if ylj < 0);
yaj - violation of acidification targets (surplus, if yaj < 0);
yej - violation of eutrophication targets (surplus, if yej < 0).

1.3 Outcome variables

The consequences of applications of computed values of the decision variables are evalu-
ated by values of outcome variables. However, several auxiliary variables needed for the
definitions of outcome variables have to be specified first.

1.3.1 Auxiliary variables

ni - annual emission of NOx (nitrogen oxides) defined by:

ni =
∑
is∈Si

nis (4)

vi - annual emission of VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) defined by:

vi =
∑
is∈Si

vis (5)
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enlj - the mean effective emissions of NOx experienced at j-th receptor is given by:

enlj =
∑
i∈I

elijni + ennlj (6)

where ennlj are given effective natural emissions of NOx.
nlvlj - the representation of another non-linear term defining ozone exposure at j-th re-

ceptor is defined by:
nlvlj =

∑
i∈I

dlijvi (7)

1.3.2 Definition of outcome variables

One outcome variable represents the sum of costs of reductions of emissions; four sets of
other outcome variables correspond to various indices of air quality.

Annual costs related to the reduction of a corresponding emission to a certain level
are given by a piece-wise linear (PWL) function for each type of emission and for each
emitter.

A piece-wise linear (PWL) function is defined for each member of sets of NOx and/or
VOC emitters declared by (1) and for NH3 and SO2 emitters (the latter for each country).
PWL functions are defined by the following three triples (one file for NOx and VOC jointly,
one for SO2 and one for NH3):

{id, em level, cost} (8)

where:
• id is the sector id for NOx and VOC emissions (denoted by is in (1)), and emitter

(country) id (i.e. i index) for SO2 and for NH3 cost functions,
• em level is emission level of either NOx (for sectors that emit only NOx or NOx and

VOC) or VOC (for sectors that emit only VOC), or of NH3 or of SO2.
• cost is the cost of emission reduction to this level.

The sets of points {em level, cost} for each id are such that a convex PWL cost
function is defined by them. Formally, the following PWL functions define the annual
cost related to reducing the level of emission to a level given by argument(s) of the
function:

cai(ai) - for ai

csi(si) - for si

ci(ni, vi) - for ni and vi

The term ci(ni, vi) is defined by:

ci(ni, vi) =
∑
s∈Si

cs(·) (9)

where cs(·) is a cost function for NOx or for VOC or for joint NOx and VOC reduction,
depending on type def defined by (2).

Each cost function will define its domain by specifying lower and upper bounds for its
argument(s). This implicitly defines lower and upper bounds for all emissions that are
used as bounds defined in Section 1.4.1. Those bounds may be made tighter by an optional
specification of bounds for emissions from countries or sectors.
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For the sake of brevity, the sum of costs is defined by:

cost =
∑
i∈I

(cai(ai) + csi(si) + ci(ni, vi)) (10)

Such a function is continuous and convex but it is not smooth. Therefore, it has to be
represented by another function that meets typical requirements of non-linear solvers.

For each receptor, the following four outcome variables correspond to various indices
of air quality:
aotlj - the long term ozone exposure of l-th type:

aotlj =
∑
i∈I

(alijvi + blijni + γlijn
2
i ) + αljen

2
lj + βljenljnlvlj + klj (11)

ac1j - acidification of type 1:

ac1j = tnsj(
∑
i∈I

tnijni +
∑
i∈I

taijai + knj) +
∑
i∈I

tsijsi + ksj (12)

ac2j - acidification of type 2:

ac2j =
∑
i∈I

tnijni +
∑
i∈I

taijai + tssj(
∑
i∈I

tsijsi + ksj) + knj (13)

euj - eutrophication:
euj =

∑
i∈I

tnijni +
∑
i∈I

taijai + knj (14)

where tnij, taij, tsij are transfer coefficients for NOx, NH3 and SO2, respectively; knj and
ksj are constants for nitrogen and sulphur background depositions; tnsij, tssij are scaling
coefficients that convert acidification coefficients of one type into acidification coefficients
of another type, for NOx and NH3, and for SO2, respectively.

Environmental effects caused by the two types of acidification and by eutrophication
are evaluated at each receptor by a Piece-Wise Linear (PWL) function which represents
an accumulated excess of each type of the air quality index:
aac1j - accumulated excess of acidification of type 1:

aac1j = PWLac1j (ac1j) (15)

aac2j - accumulated excess of acidification of type 2:

aac2j = PWLac2j (ac2j) (16)

aeuj - accumulated excess of europhication:

aeuj = PWLeuj (euj) (17)

1.4 Constraints

1.4.1 Bounds

Each of the decision variables declared in Section 1.2 for i ∈ I or for is ∈ Si is implicitly
bounded by a corresponding definition of the domain of the corresponding cost function,
which represents costs associated with the reduction of emission (see Section 1.3.2). This
domain may be restricted by a specification of optional bounds (see below).
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Emissions of NOx and VOC from each sector are bounded:

nminis ≤ nis ≤ nmaxis (18)

vminis ≤ vis ≤ vmaxis (19)

The total emissions of NOx and VOC from i-th country (defined as sums of emissions
from sectors located in this country by eq. (4, 5)) are bounded:

nmini ≤ ni ≤ nmaxi (20)

vmini ≤ vi ≤ vmaxi (21)

The total emissions of NH3 and SO2 from i-th country are also bounded:

amini ≤ ai ≤ amaxi (22)

smini ≤ si ≤ smaxi (23)

If a total emission of NOx or VOC is fixed (which can also be implied by a small
difference between corresponding lower and upper bounds), then variables corresponding
to sectoral emissions defined by (4) and/or by (5) are not generated. In other words,
a sectoral split of a fixed emission is not subject to optimization.

In particular, a re-definition of bounds may be used for fixing a certain emission at
a given level.

Violations of targets are constrained at each receptor by corresponding lower and
upper limits specified for each target type and for each grid:

yminlj ≤ ylj ≤ ymaxlj (24)

yaminj ≤ yaj ≤ yamaxj (25)

yeminj ≤ yej ≤ yemaxj (26)

1.4.2 Complex constraints

The acumulative excess of long-term ozone exposure of l-th type is also constrained at
each receptor by:

aotlj − ylj ≤ aotmaxlj (27)

where aotlj is defined by (11) and aotmaxlj is a given maximum ozone exposure for l-th
threshold at j-th receptor.

Constraint (27) without the term −ylj represents a so-called hard constraint for accu-
mulated excess of ozone exposure and such a formulation is typically used in a traditional
formulation of optimization problems. It can be used also in the presented model by
selecting an option that does not allow for generation of variables ylj. However, an as-
sumption of hard constraints for air quality targets results in forcing more expensive
solutions which are caused by constraints that are active in only one or two receptors.
Introduction of the term −ylj converts a hard constraint into a so-called soft constraint.
This allows a violation of a target air quality. Such a violation is:
• constrained by upper bounds on variables ylj,
• compensated by surpluses (i.e. differences between actual exposure and the correspond-

ing target) in other receptors belonging to the same set of receptors (e.g. located in the
same country or region),
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• controllable by a trade-off between violation of targets and corresponding costs of re-
ducing emissions.

Constraints for accumulated excess of the two types of acidification and of eutrophi-
cation are defined in a similar way:

aac1j − yaj ≤ aacmaxj (28)

aac2j − yaj ≤ aacmaxj (29)

aeuj − yej ≤ aeumaxj (30)

Optionally, violations of targets can be balanced with surplusses of targets over sets of
receptors denoted in the following constraints by Jm, where m ∈ M is the index of a set
of receptors. Obviously, lower bounds in conditions (24), (25), (26) have to be negative
in such a case. The balances are represented by the following constraints:

∑
j∈Jm

wolmjylj ≤ tbolm l = 0 (31)

L∑
l=1

∑
j∈Jm

wolmjylj ≤
L∑
l=1

tbolm (32)

∑
j∈Jm

wamjyaj ≤ tbam (33)

∑
j∈Jm

wemjyej ≤ tbem (34)

where wolmj , wamj, wemj are given weighting coefficients, Jm,m ∈M are sets of receptors,
and tbolm, tbam, tbem are target balances for m-th set of receptors for l-th type of ozone
exposure, for acidification, and for eutrophication, respectively. The sets Jm are defined
implicitly by non-zero elements of sparse matrices wol, wa and we, respectively.

1.5 Goal function

A composite goal function is used for single criterion optimization of the non-linear ozone
model in order to support scenario analysis of trade-offs between the following three goals:
• minimization of total costs of emissions reduction,
• minimization of violations of environmental standards,
• stabilization of solutions.

The first two components have been already discussed therefore only the last one
requires a justification.

A typical problem with applications of optimization techniques for decision support is
caused by very different solutions (with almost the same value of the original goal function)
for instances of a mathematical programming problem that differ very little. A quality
of a solution is assessed from the optimization point of view primarly through the value
of a goal function and solutions of slightly perturbed problems may differ substantially.
However, from an application point of view an equally important indication of solution
robustness is some measure of closeness of solutions of perturbed problems. Consider, for
the sake of illustration, two instances of the ozone model that differ very little. The values
of goal functions for such solutions will be almost the same. However, it often happens
that the optimal solution of the first instance has high reduction of emission in country A
and low reduction in country B while the optimal solution for the second instance has low
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reduction in country A and high reduction in country B. Such solutions would be hardly
acceptable. In order to avoid this problem, a technique called regularization is applied.

The goal function is defined by:

goal function = cost+ penalty + reg (35)

where the cost term is defined by (10), the penalty term is defined by:

penalty = ρ
∑
l∈L

∑
j∈J

yξlj + ρa
∑
j∈J

yaξj + ρe
∑
j∈J

yeξj (36)

and the regularization term is defined by:

reg = ε‖z − z̄‖ (37)

where ρ, ρa, ρe are given positive (not necessarily large) numbers, and ε is a given positive
(not necessarily small) number. The penalty term exponent ξ is equal to 1, if the corre-
sponding lower bound in conditions (24), (25), (26), is equal to 0; this exponent is equal
to 2, if such a lower bound is negative. In the latter case the balances between violations
of environmental targets and surpluses (given by eq. (31, 32, 33, 34)) are accounted for.

The interpretation of each of the terms is as follows:
• The first term corresponds to the sum of costs of emission reduction of all types of

pollution and at all emitters.
• The second term is the penalty term introduced to deal with the soft constraints defined

by introduction of variables ylj, yaj, yej into constraints (27, 28, 29, 30).
• The third term is ε‖z− z̄‖, where z denotes a vector composed of all decision variables

(except of yj that are implied decision variables for which the reference point is implied
to be 0. by virtue of the penalty term of the goal function). This is a regularizing term
introduced in order to avoid large variations of solutions (with almost the same value
of the original goal function) for problems that differ very little. This term assures that
the optimal solution (for a problem that does not have a unique local optimal solution)
will be the optimal solution closest to the point defined by given reference vector z̄.
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